Governor’s Regulatory Review Council (GRRC) In-House Agenda
Rulemakings, Five-Year Review Reports, and One-Year Review Reports Awaiting GRRC Approval or Return

NOTICE: The GRRC In-House Agenda is updated twice a month: (1) the day after the monthly Council Meeting where certain items listed herein may be approved and thus removed from the In-House Agenda; and (2) the day after the deadline to submit items to GRRC as listed on the GRRC calendar.

RULEMAKINGS

BOARD OF EQUALIZATION
Title 16, Chapter 4, Article 1, Procedures Before the State Board of Equalization

New Article: Article 1

New Section: R16-4-101, R16-4-102, R16-4-103, R16-4-104, R16-4-105, R16-4-106, R16-4-107, R16-4-108, R16-4-109, R16-4-110, R16-4-111, R16-4-112, R16-4-113, R16-4-114, R16-4-115, R16-4-116, R16-4-117

DEPARTMENT OF CHILD SAFETY (Expedited Rulemaking)
Title 21, Chapter 5

Amend: R21-5-421

DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH SERVICES (Expedited Rulemaking)
Title 9, Chapter 7

Amend: R9-7-1302, Table 13.1

DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH SERVICES (Expedited Rulemaking)
Title 9, Chapter 3

Amend: R9-3-101, R9-3-201, R9-3-202, R9-3-205, R9-3-301

DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH SERVICES (Expedited Rulemaking)
Title 9, Chapter 5


DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH SERVICES
Title 9, Chapter 11


New Article: Article 6


DEPARTMENT OF INSURANCE AND FINANCIAL INSTITUTIONS
Title 20, Chapter 6

New Article: Article 13
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New Section: R20-6-1301, R20-6-1302, R20-6-1303, R20-6-1304, R20-6-1305

New Exhibit: Exhibit A

REGULATORY BOARD OF PHYSICIAN ASSISTANTS
Title 4, Chapter 17

Amend: R4-17-203, R4-17-206

New Section: R4-17-307

DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC SAFETY (Expeditied Rulemaking)
Title 13, Chapter 2


Repeal: R13-2-201, R13-2-301, R13-2-402

BOARD OF DENTAL EXAMINERS
Title 4, Chapter 11, Article 12

Amend: R4-11-1202, R4-11-1203, R4-11-1204, R4-11-1205, R4-11-1206, R4-11-1207, R4-11-1208, R4-11-1209

BOARD OF DENTAL EXAMINERS
Title 4, Chapter 11

Amend: R4-11-205, R4-11-303, R4-11-304, R4-11-305, R4-11-402, R4-11-405, R4-11-601, R4-11-607, R4-11-608, R4-11-609, R4-11-901, R4-11-1301, R4-11-1302, R4-11-1303, R4-11-1405

DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY
Title 18, Chapter 1

Amend: Table 10

DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY
Title 18, Chapter 9

Amend: R18-9-103

New Article: Article 6


R18-9-B607, B608, B609, B610, B611, B612, B613, B614, B615

R18-9-C616, C617, C618, C619, C620, C621, C622, C623, C624, C625, C626, C627, C628, C629, C630, C631, C632, C633, C634

R18-9-D635, D636, D637, D638, D639
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New Table: Table 1

DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY
Title 18, Chapter 14, Article 1

Amend: R18-14-101, R18-14-102, R18-14-104, R18-14-111

New Section: R18-14-111, R18-14-114, R18-14-115

Renumber: R18-14-111, R18-14-112, R18-14-113, R18-14-114

ARIZONA STATE RETIREMENT SYSTEM
Title 2, Chapter 8

Amend: R2-8-104, R2-8-115, R2-8-126, R2-8-128, R2-8-130, R2-8-131, R2-8-801, R2-8-1103

DEPARTMENT OF ADMINISTRATION (Expedited Rulemaking)
Title 2, Chapter 7

Amend: R2-7-101, R2-7-B306, R2-7-B307, R2-7-C302, R2-7-C306, R2-7-C307, R2-7-C315, R2-7-505, R2-7-511, R2-7-B901, R2-7-B902, R2-7-B903

Repeal: R2-7-501

ARIZONA HEALTH CARE COST CONTAINMENT SYSTEM (AHCCCS) (Expedited Rulemaking)
Title 9, Chapter 28


ARIZONA HEALTH CARE COST CONTAINMENT SYSTEM (AHCCCS) (Expedited Rulemaking)
Title 9, Chapter 31
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FIVE-YEAR REVIEW REPORTS

DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH SERVICES
Title 9, Chapter 8, Article 5

DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH SERVICES
Title 9, Chapter 8, Article 2

DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH SERVICES
Title 9, Chapter 8, Article 3

DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH SERVICES
Title 9, Chapter 25, Articles 1, 2, 5

DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH SERVICES
Title 9, Chapter 25, Article 6

DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH SERVICES
Title 9, Chapter 2

DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH SERVICES
Title 9, Chapter 25, Articles 3-4

DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION
Title 17, Chapter 5, Article 8

BOXING AND MIXED MARTIAL ARTS COMMISSION
Title 19, Chapter 2, Article 6

ARIZONA HEALTH CARE COST CONTAINMENT SYSTEM (AHCCCS)
Title 9, Chapter 28, Articles 6, 7

ARIZONA HEALTH CARE COST CONTAINMENT SYSTEM (AHCCCS)
Title 9, Chapter 22, Articles 6, 7

GAME AND FISH COMMISSION
Title 12, Chapter 4, Article 3

DEPARTMENT OF ECONOMIC SECURITY
Title 6, Chapter 12

DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY
Title 18, Chapter 16, Articles 2-5

DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY
Title 18, Chapter 9, Article 9

BOARD OF MANUFACTURED HOUSING
Title 4, Chapter 34

OIL AND GAS CONSERVATION COMMISSION
Title 12, Chapter 7, Article 1
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DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE  
Title 3, Chapter 2, Articles 1-11

AGRICULTURAL EMPLOYMENT RELATIONS BOARD  
Title 4, Chapter 2, Articles 1-4

BOARD OF DENTAL EXAMINERS  
Title 4, Chapter 11, Articles 5-10

DEPARTMENT OF ADMINISTRATION  
Title 2, Chapter 10, Articles 1-2, 4-6

ARIZONA COMMISSION ON THE ARTS  
Title 2, Chapter 2, Articles 1-2

DEPARTMENT OF CHILD SAFETY  
Title 21, Chapter 1, Article 1

CREDIT ENHANCEMENT ELIGIBILITY BOARD  
Title 7, Chapter 8, Articles 1-2

ONE-YEAR REVIEW REPORTS

BOARD OF PHYSICAL THERAPY  
Title 4, Chapter 24, Article 1
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